
E Series heat press machines use the most advanced electric control system to achieve the full automatic operation.This
electric powered sublimation heat press machine wons several national patents of USA and Europe. With superior quality
and high performance, this heat press brings you greater productivity in the sublimation.

To provide more options, we develop two sizes of this electric powered heat press machine: 38*38cm and 40*50cm. You
can choose different size machines according to the sublimation materials.

Electric design is with lower noise compared to heat press machine with air compressor; safety button designed for any
emergency situation.  High efficiency & excellent pressure compared to auto open heat press. E Series electric powered
heat press has the similar finish but save more energy.

This sublimation heat press is suitable for any sublimable or transferable product. For example: T-shirts, frames, slippers
and other flat products.

This fully automatic heat press machine is perfect for commercial use.
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Bigger Motor: The bigger motor generates stronger pressure and
higher efficiency. The automatic function not only increases the
speed of production but also guarantees good finish.
                                                   

Advanced Digital Controller: Simple design and clear system. It
is very easy for user to operate. Live digital time and temperature
readout for accurate results every time with production cycle
counter.

Emergency Stop Button: In case of any emergency, user can
press down this switch to stop the operation.

Anti-Scald Protect Cover: Metal cover above the heat platen. It
can protect user from scalding.

 Safe Design-Limit Switch: The heat platen will down only after
the under base touch the switch. It can avoid injury by incorrect
operation with this saft design.

 

 



 Model No.  E-15S/ E-20S
 Maximum Temp.  255ºC/ 491ºF
 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%
 Voltage  110/ 240V, Single-phase
 Frequency  50/ 60HZ
 Net Weight  44kgs/ 47kgs
 Gross Weight  49kgs/52kgs
 Machine Size  48*39*69.5cm/ 48*41*71.5cm
 Carton Size  78.5*51.5*55cm/ 80.5*55*60cm
 Certification  CE Approval

 Warranty  One Year For Entire Machine, Two Year For Motor, Five Years For Heat
Platen

 Patten No.  ZL 2015 2 0884686.5
 

 
This Electic powered full auto heat press machine is suitable for any sublimable or transferable product. For example: T-
shirts, photo frames, slippers and other flat products.
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Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities
without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a quantitative order and the following
guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Two-year warranty
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* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.
* Six-monthly warranty on the heaters of cups, plates and caps.


